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The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is often criticized for its problematic veto system
and its operational logic. From this perspective, it could be expected that there would be
dwindling interest among small and medium powers in non-permanent seats; yet the opposite
is the case. This article explores the motivations, experiences and challenges of two Western,
medium powers, The Netherlands and Sweden, which completed one- and two-year terms
respectively on the Council in 2017-2018. This paper analyzes the preconceptions versus the
realities of the opportunities and limitations of small and medium powers in this role and
examines how influence is channeled, utilized, obstructed, and proliferated in different ways.
It is argued that despite the perception of non-permanent seats as prestigious and exclusive,
actual experience of the role often results in disillusionment among non-permanent members.
Yet, it is important to determine why this perception persists, whether or not it has an inclusive
or an exclusory effect, and what these case studies demonstrate about the overall value of nonpermanent membership of the Security Council.
Introductioni
In July 2019, UN diplomats were invited to an unusual event when Ireland organized a concert
at the New York venue Madison Square Garden, featuring rock band U2 and a host of other
Irish popstars. The evening included a showcasing of Irish cuisine, culture, and heritage in a
bid to gather votes for the Irish campaign for a non-permanent seat on the United Nations
Security Council in 2020 (Murray 2018). The event, a determined effort to utilize and
demonstrate Ireland’s soft power, was open to all 193 member states of the UN and dedicated
towards persuading them that Ireland would be a valuable candidate for the seat of the Western
European and Others Group (WEOG) on the Council. Certainly, given that their closest
competitors were Canada and Norway, both of whom have significant resources at their
disposal for such a campaign, this was a strategic effort to highlight Ireland’s cultural
resonance with other small nations, while driving home their main campaign message. An
evocative video showcased Ireland as a small nation which has struggled for independence,
faced down the challenges of colonization, migration, hunger, famine, religious tensions, war
and division while developing into a strong, peaceful, independent, and reliable multilateral
partner, set of course to Bono’s dulcet tones (Merrion Street News, 2018). Apart from the
hyperbole, the campaign has been explicit on two issues in particular; in the current
international climate the UN is more important than ever, and Ireland shares an empathy with
other small powers.
It is clear from this slick campaign, that Ireland, and other small nations, hold the
prospect of a non-permanent seat on the Security Council in high regard. The campaigns for
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votes for candidates for the non-permanent or ‘elected’ seats is expensive in terms of resources
and time spent organizing such events, lobbying other UN delegations for votes, and
demonstrating the value of a country’s performance at the UN to other diplomats, rather than
to the general public. It is evident from Ireland’s campaign and many others over time, that
states continue to attach considerable strategic importance and prestige to non-permanent
seats which are still considered to be vital seats at the table of the world’s most exclusive club,
despite their often quite limited maneuverability, their lop-sided position in the power
structure of the Security Council, and their narrow mandate. Non-permanent members can
negotiate the agenda of the Council, bring issues on behalf of other members, hold the
Presidency of the Council as part of the rotation and generally participate and vote in the
debates on peace and security issues. However, as has been pointed out by Johan Verbeke
(2018), the former Belgian Permanent Representative to the UN, becoming a non-permanent
member does not change the amount of power a state can wield at any one time, it simply
allows them to practice that power (whether limited or expansive) in a different forum. In
addition, in recent years there has been an emphasis on changing the perception of this role
from one of ‘prestige’ to one of ‘responsibility’ whereby non-permanent members would, as
part of their participation, be expected to contribute (whether politically or materially) more
to the UN system as a whole. In this article we probe the value of elected membership of the
Security Council for medium-sized powers in the WEOG group by examining the experience
of The Netherlands and Sweden.
On 31 December 2018, The Netherlands and Sweden completed their tenure on the
Security Council. Both had experienced a range of events, some of which directly challenged
their national interests, particularly The Netherlands which faced the fallout over the downing
of civilian airliner MH17 over Ukraine in 2014 killing 193 Dutch citizens.ii In addition, ongoing wars in Syria and Yemen, simmering unrest in Burundi, Mali and elsewhere, combined
with escalating tensions between the superpowers, and a withdrawal of American leadership
on key questions combined to make this an extremely challenging period. At the same time,
the shift in relations between the P5,iii the British exit from the European Union (EU), Brexit,
and its impact on European multilateralism at the UN, and the increased focus on activating
the agency of small and middle powers in this fraught environment, combined to create
opportunities for both countries. They also shared important areas of focus for their terms in
particular: conflict resolution, peacekeeping, and the role of women.
This article argues that the dissonance between the P5 during this period drew together
the non-permanent members (the ‘elected 10,’ or ‘E10’) on the Council, enhancing their
efforts to cooperate and strengthening their relationships. In addition, it brought renewed vigor
to efforts to enhance and streamline procedural and structural adjustments to how the Council
operates. Moreover, this was also a period of innovation when it came to addressing the
manifest humanitarian disasters of the Syrian conflict in particular. We argue that The
Netherlands and Sweden were influential in shaping these initiatives by bringing sustained
attention to this issue and repeatedly putting it on the Council’s agenda. Moreover, they were
successful in using quiet diplomacy and working within existing confines to advance
proposals to temporarily introduce ceasefires and open humanitarian corridors to extend relief
efforts in Syria. This demonstrates that non-permanent members can play an important role as
norm entrepreneurs which adds an additional incentive for membership of the Council.
Moreover, when used effectively as in this case, it enhances the working methods and efficacy
of the Council as a whole. In the absence of ‘hard power’ tools, some small and medium-sized
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countries, in particular the Nordic countries, pursue social power, persuading others to adopt
new norms (Thorhallsson, 2012).iv Therefore, they are successful if other states conform to
their norms in the absence of pressure, following Joseph Nye’s (2011) famous
conceptualization of soft power).v
In this regard, these two case studies taken together exemplify both the rationale and the
method of non-permanent membership and demonstrate its effectiveness in the context of one
of the world’s worst humanitarian disasters. This is a fresh contribution to the field, which
adds new empirical findings about the membership experiences of two WEOG members at the
same time. We reveal both the similarities and the differences in their approaches, challenges,
and operation, and compare and contrast their performance on key issues. Moreover, we
analyze the results of their experiences in terms of the short- and long-term benefits and
contributions to the specific issues at hand, and the UN system. From this basis we argue that
non-permanent membership can be operationalized in different ways, even by members of the
same regional group, with similar international standing. The complexities and challenges of
effective multilateralism notwithstanding, it is evident that beyond the allure of prestige touted
by campaigns for these seats, substantive and serious work is required of non-permanent
members, ultimately underscoring, rather than underestimating, their important contributions
to the UN and the international peace and security system as a whole.
Setting the Stage for Leadership
In order to begin the analysis of the performance of these two countries, it is essential to first
set the stage, outlining the structural and political context of the UNSC. When comparing the
non-permanent members to the P5, it becomes evident that the position of the former suffers
from a range of structural disadvantages. First, they lack the ‘institutional memory’ the P5
have as permanent members. Given that the P5 have large, well-resourced, permanent
missions in New York, they have been able to accumulate knowledge over many years’
experience and build networks with the UN Secretariat and the NGO community which gives
them a useful base of power within the UN system. In contrast, non-permanent members tend
to have significantly smaller permanent missions which are staffed with new personnel when
they hold a seat on the Council. This means that from the beginning, non-permanent members
are at an epistemic disadvantage compared to their P5 colleagues who are already fully
embedded in and familiar with the personalities, processes, and practices of the Security
Council. Second, non-permanent members do not wield veto power on non-procedural
matters as the P5 do. Due to these structural inequities, non-permanent members suffer from
a “lack of belonging” (Roele 2020, 123).
Several measures have been taken to level the playing field to some extent. To bring nonpermanent members up to speed with the pace of Security Council procedures, elections for
non-permanent membership at the General Assembly (UNGA) now take place earlier than in
the past, having moved from October to June. Annual workshops (sponsored by Finland since
2003) are organized to foster exchange of information and experience between the incoming
and the current and outgoing members about the working practices of the Security Council.
The UN Secretariat’s Security Council Affairs Division in the Department of Political Affairs
also now provides trainings to incoming members.
Beyond the structural differences that exist between the two sets of members, the political
culture and context need to be taken into account when assessing members’ performance. New
Zealand’s former UN Ambassador Colin Keating argues that the relationship between the P5
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and non-permanent members has deteriorated over the past decades: in the early 1990s nonpermanent members would still take initiatives on major substantive issues. Since the
mid-2000s, however, “all meaningful discussion” on major issues, such as the North Korean
nuclear program, have taken place outside of Security Council consultations, and the P5 precook decisions, according to Keating (Keating 2016, 145). As Sebastian von Einsiedel and
David Malone (2018) confirm, the “biggest dividing line in the day-to-day work of the
Security Council [runs] between the P-5 and the E-10.” They see little influence by the nonpermanent members, except on country-specific files. There, they wield relatively more
influence on thematic issues (von Einsiedel and Malone 2018, 159). Keating also criticizes
non-permanent members for being passive at times, not using their collective ‘6th veto’ (when
at least seven Security Council members vote against a draft resolution, it cannot be adopted
even with all P5 and the remaining non-permanent members voting in favor). Additionally,
several experts argue that non-permanent members lose time in the bureaucracy of the
Security Council, including by chairing the sanctions committees (Keating 2016, 148; Roele
2020, 129–30). However, it seems that this issue remains subject to perception and experience.
The Dutch former Deputy Permanent Representative Lise Gregoire for example, denies that
the dividing line always runs precisely between the two groups, arguing that in fact it depends
per theme or region.vi
From Prestige to Responsibility: The Role of Norm Entrepreneurship
Given the many structural challenges of effectively utilizing a non-permanent seat, it could be
expected that there is an abundance of literature on the topic. However, the opposite is the
case. Most recently, Ann-Marie Ekengren, Fredrik Hiorthen and Ulrika Moller have proposed
a theoretical approach based on empirical analysis that identified three reasons for
membership; the enhancing and utilizing of influence, increased opportunities for networking,
and the elevation of status.vii This echoes some of the wider themes in the literature on the role
of small and medium states on the Security Council namely the acquisition or emphasizing of
legitimacy, the ability to wield power or influence and a perception of the prestige of holding
this position.viii While contributing to this lacunae, we counter the conventional approach of
the field by focusing on the issue of norm entrepreneurship, a salient but under-emphasized
topic in the current literature which combines all three themes.ix With a retrospective review
that analyses the experience of The Netherlands and Sweden, we compare why these members
sought elected seats and question whether they would seek one again based on their role as
norm entrepreneurs and norm developers. We argue that rather than the nebulous issue of
prestige which receives so much attention, there is in fact a deeper trend emerging which is
the shift in perceptions of non-permanent seats from being merely a position of stature, to one
of responsibility which is perceived, in our analysis, as an opportunity for norm
entrepreneurship and enhanced agency.
For Ian Hurd (2002), the value of the non-permanent seat is to be found in the ability of
states to raise issues to the Council’s agenda, to learn the views of other members and to
openly participate in debates. He maintains that this creates the perception among members of
being at the center of important discussions although it may also add to the false promise of
this role when influence in drafting and voting is ultimately proven to be limited. Hurd also
maintains however, that the foundation of the ‘power’ of the Security Council is largely
symbolic and that this is directly linked to the legitimacy that actors confer both to it and the
UN. This issue of symbolic politics is an important one as this is precisely what both draws
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states into the process of becoming a non-permanent member, while also being a significant
difficulty they encounter when trying to capitalize on the symbolic power of having a seat at
the table, which sometimes adds up to very little ‘real’ influence. Baldur Thorhallson (2012)
takes this as an explicit point of focus in his work which advocates combining both qualitative
and quantitative factors which determine the power of states to understand how small and
medium members wield their influence in this environment. By defining the factors which
determine the active capacity of smaller states, i.e., what they can do once elected, he points
to the soft power elements of their role such as political incentive, niches of expertise or
experience, utilization of knowledge, diplomatic skill, the ability to network and the value of
reputation as a norm entrepreneur that other states recognize. Crucially, the space for norm
entrepreneurship on the Security Council, as opposed to within the wider UN system, is rather
small. In fact, as Ian Martin has noted, “Member States that have returned to the Council after
a decade or more of absence have noted the closing down of space for initiatives of elected
members” (Holland 1999; Roele 2020, 132). Verbeke (2018) revealed that this space tends to
present itself around procedural issues rather than on substantive questions where proposals
and actions tend to still be dominated by the preferences of the P5.
Given that structural reform of the UN and the UNSC is lagging, working methods
renovation is thriving and especially being driven by small and medium powers (Luck 2018,
799). As Isobel Roele (2020, 119) argues, the ‘impermanence’ of the elected members can be
‘removed’ by either seeking constitutional parity with the P5 (composition reform), or, by the
operational redistribution of responsibilities (working methods reform)which has been
precisely where most norm entrepreneurship has taken place. In fact, it has become
increasingly evident that non-permanent members have made the most lasting change in
UNSC working methods. For instance, the Arria formula meetings were developed by the
elected members on the initiative of Venezuela in 1992. Arria formula meetings are a working
method innovation that allows for informal discussions that include third parties (Keating
2016, 151). Although the number of Arria formula meetings fluctuates, in recent years their
number has increased.x Apart from Arria formula meetings, a range of ‘renovation’ measures
of the UNSC’s work has taken place, from ‘informal informals’ (meetings that are
spontaneous or casual) to informal interactive dialogues with outside experts, to ‘horizonscanning meetings’ (Luck 2018, 812).
However, it is unclear whether the reform of working methods really increases the
influence of non-permanent members. Roele (2020) argues that it is not an effective tool as it
typically entails an increase in the administrative and bureaucratic work for those members
who undertake it as an opportunity to engage in strategic decision-making or to voice
alternative perspectives on acutely politicized matters. Bureaucracy, Roele (2020, 129) argues,
is ‘devastating’ for meaningful politics and in fact the heavy workload of sub-committee
chairing prevents the elected members from making their mark elsewhere.
Contrary to working methods reform, she considers the pen-holding system more
promising for expanding and wielding influence. Pen-holding is the process of initiating and
chairing the drafting of a resolution, as an ‘editor’ rather than as an author.xi The penholder can
shape the discussion and the wording of the outcome document to a certain extent. On some
questions, non-permanent members have conducted ‘successive pen-holding,’ e.g., on the
topic of humanitarian aid in Syria (discussed below), which led to tangible results on the
ground. However, pen-holding has generally been dominated by the P5, or even the P3
(United States, France, United Kingdom), because of their depth of expertise and large staff
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capacity for the work required in drafting. What pen-holding does create however, is precisely
the opportunity for agenda setting and norm entrepreneurship that is the focus of our analysis.
For example, The Netherlands acted as a penholder on Afghanistan, repeatedly pressing for a
peace process, and emphasizing the importance of NATO’s Resolute Support Mission for local
security, elections and the Afghan agenda for reform.xii Similarly, Sweden acted as a penholder
for the humanitarian situation in Syriaxiii leading the negotiations on the three resolutions that
were adopted during the Swedish tenure. There is particular value in elected members being
penholders, especially where there is disagreement between the P5.
As Finnemore and Sikkink argue, norms operate to transform state behavior in an
institutional environment due to the pressure of socialization and the shifting role of identities
and interests.xiv We argue that by framing the contributions of non-permanent members in this
way, it avoids rather generalist discussions about measuring power or accounting for prestige.
Rather, it provides a way to analyze the agency of these states acting within a specific
normative environment. This is not to suggest however, that norms are inherently value-free.
At the root of the normative environment is the question of the values and interests that
motivate states to actively participate or to resist the influence of norms. It goes without saying
of course that small and medium states are willing to invest more in international institutions
as these serve their interests: they entail an institutional protection of the weak against the
stronger (e.g. ‘one state one vote’) (Thorhallsson 2012, 141). Of course it is also difficult to
separate value-based diplomacy from interest-based foreign policy but the UN environment
with its inherent political positioning, compromise and negotiation strategies therein
necessitates states to couch their interests in different frames (Laatikainen 2017, 135).
Thereby, the normative element of their position becomes more essential to their agency. In
this respect we contribute to the literature on how norm entrepreneurship works at the UN, by
highlighting the commonalities and differences between the experiences of The Netherlands
and Sweden who pursued comparable strategies to enhance their agency in this regard, based
on a similar set of values.
The Netherlands and Sweden are examples of states that attempted to mobilize all nonpermanent members together as if they constitute a ‘group.’ Viewing the non-permanent
members as an informal ‘group’ in the UN system helps to shed some light on political
outcomes at the UN. “States are privileged actors in UN multilateralism, but very few states
‘act individually’ in UN diplomacy.” (Laatikainen and Smith 2017, 109). Working with groups
has benefits that outweigh costs, including when it comes to quantity, as large groups help to
win the numbers game at voting. It also increases the chances of the UN collectively
legitimizing the position of states. This is a good example of the importance of politics of
scale, magnifying the voice of an individual state, and at the same time amplifying the amount
of information that is available. Cooperation between non-permanent members allows small
states to deal with topics they would normally not have the capacity for. However, this
approach also comes with some costs, requiring compromise, the loss of an individual state’s
visibility, and confronting the potential rigidity of a group’s position (Laatikainen and Smith
2017, 99–103).
In our cases, both The Netherlands and Sweden sought to strengthen the position of the
non-permanent members believing that “[t]he E10 need to be heard.”xv Sweden rallied the E10
on topics such as the humanitarian situation in Syria, where even states that would normally
side with a skeptical Russia, now sided with the informal group.xvi However, Sweden did not
intend to formalize the grouping, also to not give legitimacy to the P5 concept and privileges,
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and for that reason, for example, did not actively support the proposal by others to have a
designated room at UN Headquarters. However, they did meet every month to discuss
innovative procedures as there was a constant sense of being excluded by the P5 on drafting
resolution proposals. On substance, Sweden was able to rally the group on issues including the
conflict in Syria, though with mixed results. In one instance, Bolivia, which would often side
with Russia, argued that the Security Council needed to do something after the alleged
chemical attack by the Syrian regime on a rebel-held area in Idlib. Though a text was drafted,
it ultimately failed to be adopted due to both Russian and American opposition but it had the
support of all non-permanent members.xvii Crucially, the drafting of the text and the consensus
reached between the non-permanent members advanced the discussion on how to respond to
this aspect of the conflict and provided a primer for further texts and eventually resolutions.
A Thematic Approach
Having surveyed the general context for the performance of The Netherlands and Sweden it
is now important to turn to the themes they embraced as central to their tenure. Themes on
which a state can present a credible case are those that are considered to ‘belong’ with the
state, or on which the state has built a reputation.
Thematic Priorities of The Netherlands
Traditionally, areas such as human rights and accountability are considered by The
Netherlands as part of its ‘DNA,’xviii tracing back its role in international justice and peace to
the times of Hugo Grotius (1583-1645). Today, the Dutch seat of government, The Hague, is
host to one of the largest numbers of international courts and tribunals in the world, including
the International Criminal Court (ICC)xix and until recently the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY).xx UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
once dubbed The Hague “the legal capital of the world.”xxi In light of this, The Netherlands
focused on three themes for its tenure: Conflict prevention, Peacekeeping and Accountability.
1. Conflict Prevention and the Root Causes of Conflict
One of the main priorities of The Netherlands during its tenure was conflict prevention and the
root causes of conflict – a broad notion that can entail poverty, famine, water scarcity and
economic deprivation, and that may trigger conflict in different regions of the world. There are
several practical examples of how The Netherlands contributed to conflict prevention and
addressed root causes of conflict at the UN. For example, on Dutch initiative, although not as
penholder, the Security Council adopted Resolution 2417 in May 2018. It reiterated the
Council’s commitment to addressing the root causes of conflict. Although the resolution
emphasized that conflict often induces food insecurity and may lead to famine, it recognized
the need to break the vicious cycle between conflict and food insecurity, suggesting that food
insecurity may well trigger conflict. It was the first time that the Council strongly condemned
the use of starvation as a tool of warfare as prohibited under international humanitarian law.
On the issue of climate change and rising sea levels and their impact on conflict and the
flow of refugees, The Netherlands addressed the Council repeatedly about the challenges
faced by the Small Island Developing States (SIDS), amongst them the three Caribbean parts
of the Kingdom, Aruba, Curaçao and Saint Martin. In July 2018, Curaçao Prime Minister
Eugene Rhuggenaath addressed the Council, declaring climate change a ‘threat multiplier.’xxii
Even if the flow of refugees from Venezuela to Curaçao over the past years has not been
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directly triggered by climate change, Curaçao and other SIDS are particularly concerned about
climate change-induced natural disasters causing flows of ‘climate migrants.’ The Caribbean
and Central American regions suffer from natural disasters that are both increasing in number
and severity. This is expected to increase migration flows in the region,xxiii without islands
such as Curaçao having the capacity to host them or the economy to sustain them.
2. Strengthening UN Peacekeeping
The second priority of the Netherlands concerned strengthening UN peacekeeping, which is a
historically charged and sensitive matter for The Netherlands, given the role of the Dutch UN
peacekeepers in Srebrenica in the former Yugoslavia. The Netherlands values the
enhancement and modernization of peacekeeping and accordingly addressed this issue. First,
during the Dutch presidency of the Security Council in March 2018, Prime Minister Mark
Rutte addressed the Council calling for a reform of peacekeeping, including the deployment
of blue helmets only if they are provided with a sufficiently robust and flexible mandate,
advancing earlier agreements and the reform of the UN Department of Peacekeeping
Operations (DPKO) into UN Department of Peace Operations (DPO) in 2019. To enhance the
potential success of the Dutch proposal, The Netherlands joined forces with the United States.
The latter has been critical of peacekeeping and has demanded a substantial overhaul for some
time. The Dutch-U.S. cooperation led to the unanimous adoption of UNSC Resolution 2436
during the U.S.’ presidency in September 2018. The resolution focused on “continued
instances of underperformance” by troops from the Member States, and the “serious and
continuous allegations (…) of sexual exploitation and abuse by United Nations
peacekeepers.” It welcomed the Secretary General’s initiative ‘Action for Peacekeeping,’ that
aims at both improving the protection of civilians, and to better protect the peacekeepers
themselves from violence. The Council recognized the need for “realistic mandates,” but
emphasized “full mandate implementation” by the peacekeeping operations, “adequately
resourced missions” and “strong leadership” of the missions. It welcomed the Member States’
commitment to improve training and capacity-building activities but called on the Secretary
General to ensure that the troop-contributing nations (TCNs) provide peacekeeping operations
with adequate ‘enablers’ to deploy troops.xxiv
3. Accountability
Third, The Netherlands prioritized accountability. It chaired the UNSC’s sanction committee
on North Korea, established because of the country’s nuclear program. Through this
mechanism, the Council may impose targeted sanctions (‘smart sanctions’) on designated
individuals who pose a threat to international peace and security, to prevent the civilian
population of a country from suffering under a wider sanctions regime. On the North Korea
sanctions committee, The Netherlands was confronted with a difficult position between
member states with widely diverging views: the U.S. wanted to apply maximum pressure on
North Korea to engage in nuclear disarmament, whereas Russia was being accused of
propping up the North Korean regime by means of oil supplies. More broadly, a growing
number of countries ignore or evade the sanctions regimes in place, rendering them largely
ineffective.xxv Sanctions are also imposed on individuals who engage in terrorist activities and
here, The Netherlands served as a member of the sanctions committee for ISIS/Al-Qaeda.xxvi
On Dutch initiative, sanctions were imposed for the first time on human traffickers in Libya.
Aside from sanctions committees, The Netherlands together with Sweden pushed for the
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Council to refer the situation in Myanmar to the International Criminal Court, because of
atrocities committed against the Rohingya minority in Rakhine state. At that time, this
initiative was not successful due to the geopolitical climate.
Thematic Priorities of Sweden
The main focal points of Sweden during its tenure in the Security Council can be divided into
four thematic priorities: Women, Peace and Security (WPS), Conflict Prevention and
Peacebuilding, Climate and Security, and Children and Armed Conflict.
1. Women, Peace and Security (WPS)
The agenda on WPS was a central priority for Sweden throughout its tenure. Bearing in mind
the long-standing commitment of Sweden in this area, as well as its feminist foreign policy
and promotion of gender equality, Sweden consistently acted to implement the landmark
UNSC Resolution 1325 (2000) and consecutive resolutions. Resolution 1325 acknowledged
that women account for the majority of those affected by armed conflict, yet they also hold the
key to better conflict prevention and resolution. The resolution called on the UN, Member
States and parties to conflicts to better acknowledge the particular needs of women and girls,
including in post-conflict reconstruction. Sweden insisted on integrating the area of women,
peace and security in the daily work of the Security Council.xxvii It attempted to use its own
unique (and niche) emphasis on WPS to leave its mark on as many outcome documents, and
most importantly resolutions, as possible.xxviii
Sweden contributed to the development of WPS in several significant ways. First with
Uruguay (2017) and then Peru (2018) Sweden led the Informal Experts Group
on Women, Peace and Security, created through Resolution 2242 (2015). It is the venue for
regular consultations between experts and the United Nations on concerns regarding WPS in
country-specific situations. During Sweden’s tenure, the group developed into a driving force
for a more systemic approach to WPS in the Security Council’s work. The Swedish team
attempted to ensure that all UN missions that were discussed and assessed during the Swedish
tenure included a mandate to work with the WPS agenda. Furthermore, in negotiations that
resulted in a statement from the Secretary General on the protection of civilians, Sweden
ensured that a special reference was made regarding sexual violence and the particularly
exposed situation of girls in conflict. Largely as a result, Resolution 2427 concerning children
and armed conflict, negotiated by Sweden as the penholder, includes numerous references to
women’s rights and needs.
Although previous research from Becker and Lunz identify these successes among
others, the question remains how Sweden’s Security Council membership has directly
contributed to the wider implementation of the WPS agenda. In practice, it is clear that the
Swedish preference for a ‘niche approach’ confirms Thorhallsson’s theory that as small states
are at a structural disadvantage compared to the P5, they have to prioritize and find their niche
(Thorhallsson 2012, 160).
2. Conflict Prevention and Peace Building
Another thematic priority of Sweden, similar to the abovementioned priority of The
Netherlands, was conflict prevention and peace building. Sweden contributed to conflict
prevention and peace building in a number of different ways, with particularly deft handling
of the crisis in The Gambia in January 2017. Sweden used the platform of holding the
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Presidency of the Security Council at that time, to bring the issue before the Security Council
and to pressure the Gambian president to resign in a peaceful manner when he initially refused
to hand over power to the winner of the most recent election. In contrast however, failure to
address on-going conflicts in Cameroon and Venezuela is an example of disappointment. In
the latter instance, Sweden attempted to inscribe this issue on to the agenda of the Council but
was faced with resistance, also from otherwise allied states which claimed that it would be
counterproductive to discuss the topic in the Council.xxix
3. Climate and Security
In response to both resolutions and statements that were made during the Swedish tenure, in
which negative consequences of climate change for peace and security were recognized,
Sweden initiated certain institutionalization within the UN system to better understand and
handle climate related security risks.xxx In particular, drawing on earlier discussions of the
situation in the Lake Chad region during the Swedish tenure in January 2017, the Council
visited the region and saw concrete examples of how climate change can threaten natural
resources and livelihoods, in turn resulting in instability. Following the visit, Resolution 2349
was adopted, addressing the conflicts and the fight against terrorism in the region and their
humanitarian impact. In line with the Swedish initiative, the resolution addressed root causes
of conflict, including the negative impact of climate change on security in the region. It
acknowledged that climate change can lead to water scarcity and food insecurity, that in turn
can trigger violent conflict. Although the Council’s response was limited to identifying “the
need for adequate risk assessments and risk management strategies,” it was the first time a
Security Council resolution touched upon the nexus climate change-security. It is regarded as
the point of departure for climate change to move up the list of priorities on the agenda of the
Council.
4. Children and Armed Conflict
When joining the Security Council as a non-permanent member, Sweden was assigned the
mission to chair the Council’s Working Group on Children and Armed Conflict. Considering
that such a mission was in line with Sweden’s foreign policy, this naturally became one of its
main priorities.xxxi Taking up the issue directly, Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven led the
negotiation between 98 states of Resolution 2427 on children and armed conflict, which was
unanimously adopted in July 2018.xxxii The resolution called for mainstreaming child
protection in conflict prevention, conflict management and post-conflict peacebuilding,
including in UN peacekeeping mandates, in a way similar to gender mainstreaming. The
resolution acknowledged the direct impact of conflict on children and the long-term effect of
that on durable peace, security, and development. In a veiled reference to the conflict in Syria,
the resolution “expresses deep concern at the high number of children killed or maimed” in
armed conflict, by “indiscriminate attacks against civilian populations” and “the use of
children as human shields.” The fight against poverty and inequality directly contribute to
conflict prevention and the protection of children, with safe education serving as a vital tool,
including to help prevent the recruitment of child soldiers. At the same time, on Sweden’s
initiative, the monthly humanitarian meeting on Syria focused on the situation of children in
the conflict drawing on similar discussions held in parallel by the UN Refugee Agency
UNHCR and utilizing related resolutions on child protection in conflict and the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child.xxxiii
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Interconnection between Priorities
Notably, Sweden agreed with the Dutch priorities of improving UN peacekeeping, prioritizing
accountability, in the same way as The Netherlands valued WPS and climate issues. Several
priorities may be related or interconnected – the priorities above being mere examples of the
focal points that formally have been stipulated by the two states but also by EU members as a
whole. The terms of both countries were of course dually representative of their national
priorities on one level and their EU commitments on another. The convergence of the
interconnection between priorities around peacekeeping, WPS and climate change dove-tailed
neatly with the EU’s wider aims and values around human rights. However, despite wearing
two hats simultaneously, both The Netherlands and Sweden approached these issues in
different manners. For the Dutch, climate change and security were considered together as part
of conflict prevention diplomacy, whereas Sweden sought to address these issues as two
separate priorities, with interesting results.
Making Syria a Priority
Throughout the periods of tenure of The Netherlands and Sweden on the Security Council, the
work of the Council was significantly influenced by the on-going conflict in Syria.xxxiv The
unrest began in 2011 when protests erupted against the Syrian government as part of the wider
Arab Spring Movement across the Middle East. By 2017, the war (which remains active) was
being fought by various factions, including the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL),
Sunni opposition groups including the Free Syrian Army and Kurdish-Arab-Syrian
Democratic Forces. Foreign powers including Iran, Russia, the United States and Turkey have
been directly or indirectly involved and the conflict has produced severe human rights
violations, massacres, and a major refugee crisis. Although a near consistent divergence in the
positions of the P5 repeatedly resulted in frustration and deadlock, the situation
simultaneously opened the possibility for The Netherlands and Sweden to play unique roles
as norm entrepreneurs.
This is in line with E10 practice in another recent situation before the Security Council.
In response to the scandal involving Nepalese UN peacekeepers who caused a massive
outbreak of cholera in Haiti, the P5 chose not to take the lead. Each of them had reasons not
to explicitly support or block a resolution on the matter. Rosa Freedman and Nicolas LemayHébert argue that the E10 could then act as “agents of ‘discursive power’,” able to promote
and impose concepts, such as justice, to inform the policy to be pursued. The P5 reluctance on
the matter allowed various E10 members during the mid-year review of the peacekeeping
operation MINUSTAH in 2016 to speak out on the situation as not only a humanitarian issue,
as did the P5, focusing on cholera prevention and containment. They also approached it as a
human rights issue, emphasizing the need for justice and reparation for the victims. Several of
them publicly called for the UN to take steps to ensure justice for the victims, sending “a clear
message to the Secretary-General.”xxxv The discussion below outlines the way in which
Sweden and The Netherlands tried to influence the Security Council position on the Syrian
conflict.
The Netherlands
First, Sweden and the Netherlands (and 8 other countries) were co-sponsors of Resolution
2401 (2018) that reiterated the Council’s distress at “the devastating humanitarian situation”
in Syria and condemned “the unacceptable levels of violence” towards civilian targets and
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medical facilities in several Syrian regions. The resolution demanded an immediate cessation
of hostilities by all parties to the conflict (except towards ISIS and other terrorist groups) to
allow for a resumption of humanitarian aid. Even though the resolution was adopted
unanimously, and despite hopes of it becoming important, it proved to have a limited practical
effect.xxxvi The Netherlands expressed support for the military attack that the P3 states carried
out on 13 April 2018 on certain targets in Syria. Sweden, on the other hand, neither expressed
support nor criticism, but simply reiterated the importance of all acts taking place in
accordance with international law and the UN Charter.xxxvii
Second, Resolution 2417 on conflict and hunger, adopted in May 2018, was pushed for
by both The Netherlands and Sweden. By condemning the starving of civilians as a method of
warfare, the resolution was the first of its kind. Starvation was allegedly being used as a war
tactic by the Syrian government (Zappalà 2019, 884).xxxviii Potentially, the alleged use of
hunger as a weapon of war by the Syrian government could amount to torture under the UN
Convention against Torture. xxxix
Third, when Resolution 2449 (2018) was adopted – authorizing a one-year extension of
cross-border aid deliveries targeting 13 million people in Syria – The Netherlands issued a
statement in which it called on the Security Council members to refer the situation to the ICC.
It also urged all States to increase support for the International, Impartial and Independent
Mechanism to Assist in the Investigation and Prosecution of Persons Responsible for the Most
Serious Crimes under International Law Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since
March 2011 (UN Security Council 2018).
Fourth, when U.S. President Donald Trump announced a major withdrawal of the U.S.
military from Syria in 2018 as part of the global anti-ISIS coalition inter alia in Eastern Syria,
the Dutch were among the staunchest critics. According to the U.S. Ambassador to The
Netherlands, Pete Hoekstra, the criticism voiced by the Dutch (both from the government and
parliamentary members) led to a redevelopment of U.S. strategy in Syria. Dutch Foreign
Minister Stef Blok argued in this regard that “the withdrawal could lead to a change in regional
power dynamics and new rounds of fighting.” Dutch Defence Minister Ank Bĳleveld
criticized the U.S. Administration’s “self-declared complete victory over ISIS in the face of
the ongoing presence of thousands of ISIS-fighters in Iraq and Syria.” Despite the initial
readiness of the Dutch government to offer a renewed participation in the 2014-2018 military
mission as part of the global anti-ISIS coalition, both parliament and the government later
proved reluctant (Wermenbol 2019).
Sweden
During the Swedish tenure, the Security Council addressed the conflict in Syria on a monthly
basis in terms of (1) phasing out the Syrian chemical weapons program in accordance with
Resolution 2118, (2) humanitarian issues, and (3) the political process.xl Sweden consistently
pressed the parties to the Syrian conflict to respect their obligations under international law.
Throughout its membership, Sweden pushed for the situation in Syria to be brought before the
ICC to the extent possible, emphasizing its disappointment in the Council’s inability to uphold
accountability.xli During the Swedish tenure in July 2018, the monthly humanitarian meetings
on Syria focused on the situation of children in the conflict.xlii Two months later, Sweden
sought together with Kuwait to carry through an extension of Resolution 2393 without any
alterations to the mandate. The resolution had expressed the Council’s frustration with the
impediments to the delivery of humanitarian aid to the many Syrians in need and had
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demanded all parties to the conflict to immediately comply with international humanitarian
law and with the Council’s earlier resolutions on the Syrian conflict. Although initial efforts
failed, a year later the mandate was amended, and Resolution 2449 was adopted.xliii It repeated
much of the same language of earlier resolutions, including 2393, emphasizing its calls on all
parties to the conflict to ensure improved humanitarian assistance to the people affected by the
conflict. Later, in an effort to overcome the deadlock over Syria, Sweden invited the Security
Council to conduct its annual informal work meeting at former UN Secretary General Dag
Hammarskjöld’s estate Backåkra. By virtue of this Swedish initiative and in close cooperation
with the Secretary General, the Security Council for the first time in months agreed upon a
common statement.xliv Altogether, the only three resolutions on Syria that were adopted during
the Swedish membership were put forward by Sweden together with other actors in the
humanitarian field, demonstrating their influence and success with quiet diplomacy.xlv
Reviewing Dutch and Swedish Achievements and Failures
The Dutch Parliament demanded a European focus for the Dutch UNSC tenure, which was
exemplified by the negotiations between The Netherlands and Italy to share the seat. Since
neither of them secured enough votes to be elected for the two-year position, they agreed on
splitting the tenure, whereby each would serve for a year. Even though the Charter does not
foresee this option, it is permitted by established practice. The General Assembly agreed with
the arrangement by electing both countries to the Security Council by a large majority. The
Netherlands attempted to safeguard its legacy in the Council by closely cooperating with its
other European partners, including Poland (2018-2019) and Belgium (2019-2020), and to
provide for a transition after its tenure. The Netherlands involved not only its fellow European
Union Member States, but also the EU’s External Action Service (EEAS). Sweden similarly
claims to have worked successfully together with The Netherlands to strengthen the link
between the EU and the UN.xlvi
According to Hedda Samson, the former Political Coordinator at the Dutch
Representation to the UN, an important part of the Dutch legacy is “the small print” of the text
of outcome documents, including binding resolutions that The Netherlands negotiated.xlvii
Particularly noteworthy are Resolution 2417 on starvation in Yemen (closely connected to the
Dutch priority to address the sources of conflict and conflict prevention), and Resolution 2436
on improving UN peacekeeping (connected to the corresponding Dutch priority).
Sweden argues that its global profile increased with its Security Council membership. Of
particular importance in this regard is the Yemen UN summit, hosted by Sweden in Stockholm
in December 2018.xlviii This was an UN-brokered peace conference, led by envoy Martin
Griffiths, in which both main parties to the conflict, the Houthis and the Hadi government,
participated. The UN aimed at preventing an all-out battle over the port of Hodeidah, vital to
humanitarian access. The negotiations led to Resolution 2451, the first UNSC resolution on
Yemen in over three years. It endorsed the agreement that the government of Yemen and the
Houthis had entered into in Stockholm, including a ceasefire for the Hodeidah governorate to
allow for unimpeded access for humanitarian aid into the country.
Similarly, Swedish former Deputy Permanent Representative Carl Skau argues that
Sweden positioned itself on the global stage, both generating experience for Sweden itself,
and credibility with other states. According to Skau, Sweden “made a difference,” helping to
adopt three resolutions on humanitarian aid to Syria, the only resolutions on Syria in five
years. Sweden claims that Canada is one of the states that follows in Sweden’s footsteps in the
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field of WPS. It expressed its hope that Germany, Norway and Ireland would do so as well.xlix
According to Efraim Gómez, Head of the UN Policy Department of the Swedish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Sweden contributed to (1) providing humanitarian help for millions of
Syrians in need; (2) re-activating the political process in Yemen; (3) placing the situation of
Myanmar on the agenda of the Security Council; (4) giving women a place at the table in
peace processes; and (5) strengthening the focus on children in armed conflict. A less visible
success would be Sweden’s contribution to deeper cooperation within the UN, having
successfully worked for a more prominent role of the Secretary General.
To leave a mark on the work of the Security Council is to constructively participate,
which both states attempted to do: Sweden did so by consistently pursuing its niche topic of
WPS where relevant to the topic or country at hand, and also by encouraging more
constructive debate in the Council.l The Netherlands did so by consistently focusing on topics
that are in the Dutch ‘DNA’ and attempting to build coalitions in support of these themes.
According to Skau, Sweden’s tenure was ‘successful’ given its principled approach based
on humanitarian law, prioritizing this notion over alliances. This led to some European allies,
including the United Kingdom, taking issue with Sweden over Yemen. The U.S. found
Sweden in opposition over Gaza, and China experienced a Swedish push-back over Myanmar.
However, Sweden could mobilize the E10 to “corner the Russians on Syria” as it had
generated both credibility and credit; the other E10s had seen Sweden “take up the fight” with
the P5.li
Sweden and The Netherlands worked closely together on many issues on the Council,
including on country-specific questions (e.g., the conflicts in Central Africalii). Both states’
tenures helped them expand their networks by building relationships. The Netherlands tried to
generate maximum support for its position through the so-called ‘ink-spot strategy.’ Skau
argues that it is people who make a difference: ‘Team Sweden’ built strong relationships with
other Member States’ embassies and Secretariat staff. Importantly, Sweden would speak as
much as possible to countries affected by potential Security Council decisions, allowing them
to bring the input back into the Council room, arguably giving Sweden leverage.liii
Another legacy is the diplomatic experience and the acquisition of diplomatic skills at the
highest level and the most difficult circumstances, where things would be made personal, and
diplomats would bluff.liv Marriët Schuurman, the former Head of the Task Force for The
Netherlands on the Security Council at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, argues that the Dutch
legacy includes increased experience in diplomatic skills, as well as having gained expanded
knowledge.lv Peter Wallensteen argues that through its Security Council membership, Sweden
gained knowledge and experience that may benefit its foreign policy for years to come. Both
The Netherlands and Sweden raised their international profile through their UNSC tenure.
This was done for instance by having the country’s top officials address the Council with
sweeping public statements, as e.g. Dutch Foreign Minister Stef Blok did in May 2018: in the
presence of Russian Permanent Representative Vassily Nebenzia, Blok claimed Russian state
responsibility for the downing of MH17.
Both states were disappointed with the lack of progress in the Council on the persecution
of the Rohingya in Myanmar.lvi Skau explains that from 2016 onward, China prevented
resolutions on the matter from being adopted, although a substantial presidential statement
was agreed. During its tenure, The Netherlands organized a visit of the Council to Myanmar
and Bangladesh in April 2018 to step up the pressure on Myanmar’s authorities for a safe
return of Rohingya refugees.lvii The Chairman of the International Committee of Inquiry on
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Myanmar, Marzuki Darusman, informed the Council on the situation of the Rohingya. China
responded in a familiar manner, that the Council should not get involved in country-specific
human rights issues. Dutch representative Lise Gregoire, on the other hand, argued that it
would be important that the Council discuss human rights violations and potentially
international crimes that are taking place, as it can refer cases to the ICC.lviii Despite this, The
Netherlands failed in the push for Myanmar and the situation in Rakhine to be brought to The
Hague.lix lx
Jens Peterson, senior advisor on peace, security and disarmament issues at the UN
Association of Sweden, argues that Sweden could have demanded stronger and more stringent
efforts by the Security Council in relation to the alleged genocide of Rohingya in Myanmar,
and the question of a potential weapons embargo against Myanmar. Like The Netherlands,
Sweden had no success in the push for Myanmar and the situation in Rakhine to be brought
before the ICC.lxi In relation to the crash of flight MH17, The Netherlands wanted to hold the
perpetrators responsible. However, as the passing of a UNSC resolution on the matter would
require all permanent members to vote in favor, there was very little chance of it being passed
(Russia being a veto power). No significant progress – if any – on this matter was made during
the Dutch tenure.lxii Peterson claims that Sweden should have questioned the role of the UK
as penholder in the Yemen situation, considering that it may have been biased in the conflict.
According to Peterson, the biggest failure during the Swedish membership may have been the
overall situation in Syria, even though Sweden “did all it could.” He argues that Sweden
should have referred more frequently to the principle of Responsibility to Protect (R2P) in
situations of veto deadlocks – particularly where the situations concern alleged war crimes,
such as in the cases of Myanmar and Syria, and the responsibility to protect the people would
shift from failing national authorities to the international community.lxiii
Enhancing Agency through Norm Entrepreneurship
Swedish former Deputy Permanent Representative Irina Schoulgin-Nyoni claims that Sweden
did not apply coercion during its tenure.lxiv This is in line with Thorhallsson’s findings,
describing small states as norm entrepreneurs, persuading others to adopt new norms rather
than resorting to coercion. At first Sweden “felt lonely” on the Council in constantly raising
issues such as WPS. However, Schoulgin-Nyoni argues that, over time, more member states
started raising these issues, making them less controversial, including with the Russians.lxv
Even when they do not serve on the Security Council, Nordic states are often invited to
the UNSC under article 31 UN Charter and Rule 37 of the Council’s Rules of Procedure. In
the absence of hard power tools, Nordic states are widely perceived as wielding significant
soft power, benefitting from their high scores on the Human Development Index, their
perceived historical neutrality (for instance in relation to having no or little colonial history),
and their lack of involvement in current conflicts (Thorhallsson 2012, 148–51).
The Netherlands, much like Sweden, has a limited range of hard power tools at its
disposal. It is considered an ‘established middle power,’ “known for [its] predisposition to
pursue diplomatic solutions that embrace compromise, good international citizenship, and
inclusive multilateralism.” (Oosterveld and Torossian 2018). The adoption of Resolution 2417
(2018), condemning the use of starvation as a prohibited tool of warfare, serves as the primary
example of Dutch norm entrepreneurship, based on Dutch political incentive, diplomatic skill,
and the value of its reputation (Thorhallsson 2012). It pertained to a specific situation too,
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namely the conflict in Syria, as starvation was allegedly being used as a war tactic by its
government (Zappalà 2019).lxvi
As to the Russian-Dutch tensions over the downing of MH17, the UNSC served as an
important forum to swap thoughts, express views, and to engage in confidential exchanges.
Behind closed doors, hosted by Sweden at Dag Hammarskjöld’s former estate Backåkra, or
by The Netherlands at the Dutch Ambassador’s private residence, states continued to meet,
and may have agreed to disagree, but stayed on speaking terms on the larger issues, such as
humanitarian help to Syria. ‘The Backåkra spirit’ is now spoken of as an illustration of
constructive cooperation and joint responsibility to take necessary decisions.lxvii
Procedurally, Sweden tried to rally the E10 to have the draft text of an outcome document
run at least once by all 15 members. In the Informal Working Group on Documentation and
other Procedural Questions, Sweden convinced some Member States of the importance of
transparency between permanent and non-permanent members, convincing those that would
normally acquiesce in limited transparency on the side of the P5. Sweden got Japan on board,
which had so far accepted that texts on the North Korean nuclear weapons program were
exclusively negotiated between two P5 states, the U.S. and China.lxviii
Another attempt by Sweden to improve working methods was to only hold meetings
when they could lead to an outcome. Sweden claims that this practice was followed by the
subsequent presidencies of Ukraine, and then that of the UK. Sweden was highly practiceoriented: it stressed action over codifying procedures in Note 507, as e.g., the Japanese had
done. Note 507 (2006, last updated in 2017) is the chief working method instrument of the
Council; it is a “concise and user-friendly list of recent practices.” Also, Sweden injected a
dose of transparency into its work on the Security Council, by reaching out to the press to brief
them on its positions on a daily basis.lxix
Both Sweden and The Netherlands experienced that the veto paralyzed decision-making
on major issues such as Syria and North Korea. Accordingly, Sweden did not achieve
‘systemic reform’ at the SC: there was not any constitutional overhaul, as the P5 veto power
remains a major hurdle. However, in achieving a constructive debate with all members,
Sweden arguably succeeded. Agnes Hellström (NGO ‘Swedish Peace’) argues that Sweden
profiled itself as a “sensible mediator.” Skau claims that Sweden operated as a “voice of
reason and calm.” Contrary to Swedish parliamentarian Hans Wallmark, Hellström considers
‘structural change’ to be Sweden’s biggest success, by achieving more constructive debate in
the UNSC. The Swedish government concludes that there was a strengthened E10 dynamic
after the Swedish presidencies.lxx
Conclusion
The Dutch decision to run for a seat on the Security Council was motivated by gaining a more
prominent and powerful platform for its policy agenda. Similarly, Sweden, which is one of the
world’s largest donors to the UN system,lxxi sought a seat at the table of the most important and
powerful UN body.lxxii The discourse around these motivations is also very similar from both
countries. Sweden claims its tenure was ‘value-driven’ rather than interest-driven.lxxiii For the
Netherlands, an emphasis was also placed on foreign policy values over national interests.lxxiv
The framing of these tenures as value-based tenures of Sweden and The Netherlands certainly
helped these countries to build support and consensus around their priority areas which shaped
the Council’s agenda. For Sweden, this value-based policy allowed it to build a “relationship
with the other members of the Council.” Sweden did not automatically vote in line with a
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certain fixed ‘block’ of allies; instead, it let its values on the theme at hand decide. Sweden
argues it would always be led by its position on the merits, and that it was transparent in doing
so.lxxv This allowed it to engage with and rally the E10 at large.
Similarly, the Netherlands argues that its upfront transparency on its position on the
merits allowed it to limit any potential damage, including to the Russian-Dutch relationship
over MH17. Diplomacy, as Gregoire explains, entails that one distinguishes the positions that
every diplomat is instructed by their capital to defend from the professional relationship they
have with the other states’ diplomats. A relationship goes beyond the issues on the agenda,
therefore there is always room to keep the relationship sound. This may entail giving each
other the heads-up if you are preparing a position that may affect the other.lxxvi On balance, it
is clear that the Dutch and Swedish UNSC tenures have resulted in modest successes, but also
in failures and disappointment. Their tenures on the most prominent international body have
led to mixed results, presenting further areas for potential future research, including the ways
in which moments of leverage arise, and how the unanimity of non-permanent members on an
issue can serve to keep the drafting process for resolutions going, even where the P5 may use
their veto. Although no single E10 state can make a major difference on the Security Council,
both states’ representatives consider their respective tenures as success that deserve repetition
in the future. Despite the inherent constraints to the E10’s position and powers on the Council,
and absent structural Security Council reform, the Swedish and Dutch tenures show that the
E10 can “carve out their own spaces” by means of norm entrepreneurship. Through their
political initiatives, niche expertise and experience, utilization of knowledge, diplomatic skill
and the value of their reputation, The Netherlands and Sweden were able to pursue ‘social
power.’ The resolutions on their policy priorities that were adopted by the Security Council
during the Dutch and Swedish tenures attest to their ability to persuade a majority on the
Council to adopt new norms (Thorhallsson 2012). Sweden and The Netherlands have been
successful to the extent that the other states on the Council voluntarily conformed to their
norms. The Dutch and Swedish experiences allow us to view a non-permanent seat on the
Security Council as not just a position of prestige, but also one of responsibility.
Working methods reform may be a limited and flawed tool to increase the E10’s leverage
on the Council, yet pen-holdership by the E10 entails increased E10 agency in the work of the
Council. It is vulnerable, however, as it depends to an extent on the willingness of the P5 (and
specifically P3) to allow it to develop. It will take a concerted and sustained effort of the E10
to continue to engage the P5, to further develop their role in norm entrepreneurship. Future
research could examine the experiences of E10 states over an extended period in order to
assess the impact of norm entrepreneurship at a Council of different compositions facing
different challenges. Further, the changing structure of the Council after Brexit, adds an extra
dimension of multilateral leverage to European members who seek membership. This
additional layer of support on the one had granted a wider community caucus for members
seeking support for various agenda items, while enhancing their prestige and
representativeness to other EU states not sitting on the Council. What deserves further
examination, however, is whether or not as a result of this process, Britain’s role has been
diminished and its position marginalized from the European dimension of coordination at the
UNSC, given its exit from the European Union. Certainly, it is evident that not only is much
more work required to trace the potential and the limits of non-permanent membership
(especially for non-Western members) but we have found that in the case of these two
European members, focusing on a value based, rather than an interest driven approach created
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consensus, led to creativity around existing resolutions, and allowed procedural scope when
addressing difficult issues where a P5 veto could be used. By emphasizing a discourse of
shared values from the beginning, these members molded an agenda that was directive,
inventive and allowed them to enhance their agency even on divisive issues. As the E10 enjoy
significant ‘democratic legitimacy,’ being elected by often overwhelming majorities in the
UNGA, E10 norm entrepreneurship stands to increase the legitimacy of a Council that is
facing an unprecedented array of challenges to international peace and security in the 21st
century.
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